1. Introduction. In this paper we apply the method of negative norms to arbitrary boundary problems. The method has proved very powerful in dealing with elliptic problems (cf. [9] ). Here we show that it is just as successful in general, without reference to the type of equation or boundary condition.
In the next section we define several negative norms and state two important representation theorems. Everything is done within the L p framework, Kp< oo. In §3 we give necessary and sufficient conditions for certain boundary problems to have solutions. In §4 it is noted that these theorems give new results even in the case of elliptic problems. In §5 it is shown how our methods can be employed to give complete aswers for the Visik-Sobolev problems.
Proofs of all our theorems will appear elsewhere. If 5 is any non-negative integer and p is any real number greater than one, we define 
(G). Then every bounded linear functional F(w) on V 8 ' P (G) can be represented in the form F(w)~(w, ƒ), where f(EH~8' p '(G). Conversely, every bounded linear functional G{u) on H~8' P (G) equals (u, g) for some gÇzV 8>p '(G).
3. Boundary problems. Assume that there is also given a partial differential operator of order m ^ 1 with coefficients 3 
and it is easily checked that
whenever one of the functions u, v is in CQ(G). We define V' as the set of all those fl£C°°(G) which satisfy (3.1) whenever w£F. Clearly,
and denote the completion of C^{G) with respect to this norm by
2), and (3.2) we have
By completion, we have that (3.3) holds for wGi?-"
, and (3.5) holds for wGâ'-'^(G), vEV"'*(G). Let N (resp. iV 7 ) be the set of those ^G V (resp. z/G F') satisfying Au = 0 (resp. -4'z; = 0) in G. We shall assume that both N and N' are finite dimensional. 4 If L is any space of functions containing N (resp. N') we let L/JV (resp. L/N') denote the set of all uÇ±L satisfying (u> v)=0 for all vÇiN (resp. v(EN f ). The letter 5 will denote an arbitrary non-negative integer, /, r, arbitrary integers, and p, q, real numbers greater than one, with 
